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other " hill on  left hand,   ij Course"  is  the  hill  at Colgong
(Kahalgaon).
 58.	See Chapter II, Diary of lath April, 1670, where Marshall
makes a similar remark.
 59.	The rocks here described and noticed by Marshall in his
previous journey to Patna (Chapter II, Diary of I3th April, 1670)
are the well-known " Colgong rocks/' marked by R. in B.A. xv.
 60.	The " ditch," which would be dry in the middle of May, is
the Teermahony N. of R., B.A. xv,
 61.	Sellerpore, the Salarpore of the 1670 journey, may perhaps
represent the Ismaelpour of R., B.A. xv.    Allepore (Alipur) does
not appear on the maps.    Borrarree (Barari) is the Barradee of
Chapter II.    See Diary of I4th April, 1670.
 62.	See Chapter II, note 67.
 63.	By   " Holwan," hanuman,   monkey   is   probably   meant.
Hanuman becomes halum&n in the mouths of illiterate folk.
 64.	Marshall's remarks here and elsewhere (ante, note 46, and
infra, Chapter VI) on the value of the pice (paisa) are interesting,
and show that in the neighbourhood of Patna, in his time, that
copper coin was worth more than in other districts.    See Yule,
Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Pice, where the value is given as eighty to
the rupee in 1673.
 65.	Hubble bubble, an Indian tobacco pipe : a primitive hooka
(huqqah).    See Yule, Hobson-Jobson, under both words.
 66.	Champanagar, the Champernagur   of   R.,  B.A.  xv.,  the
Champa of Fa-hsien and Yuan Chwang, a very ancient site.
 67.	Chitcheroul, ? Chhitraul, is not now traceable.
 68.	The Meste of Chapter II.    See Diary of I5th April, 1670.
 69.	In his previous journey (Chapter II, Diary of I5th April,
1670) Marshall mentions another Jahangira, a " little towixe " on
the north bank of the Ganges.    It is evident from his description
of this Jahangira as " a very great towne " and of Masdi, Surjapur
and Jahangira as " one continued towne," that the Ganges has
wrought many changes here, owing to erosion and reformation.
It is therefore impossible  to  be sure of the positions of the
villages as he saw them.
 70.	Catchagola, Kaccha Gola, a temporary storehouse, perhaps
the Katta Gola of De Graaf,    The present Katgola is close to
Ghurghat.

